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One stays awake longer than the Other. One listens to the late night talk show, the novelist babbling on
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One stays awake longer than the Other. One listens to the late night talk show, the novelist babbling on about her ten-year writer's block or the epidemiologist blabbing plague. Or One listens to a book on tape, adventures in Lower Egypt or Nevada, drownings and drinkings. Something dumb because the Other doesn’t want to listen to anything smart, because the Other has tinnitus and needs noise to displace the ringing, and One fears One will have it too, too much noise in her sleep. Even so One listens for the breathing and the snores and the coughs because the Other smoked too long and is still coughing and sometimes One wakes and bends to the Other, like a nurse in a nursing home checking a patient’s hush, those gaps, regular snores and then.
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it's those silences too One hates, wondering
what is stalking the heart's blubber,

what will steal the Other, what still
will give, what still can take.
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